Best Wishes From Your Friends
at Wallace Architects!

Bitter Sweet End
to 2017
Paul Anderson,
Chief Production Officer
We are at once happy and sad to announce the
retirement of our Chief Production Officer, Paul
Anderson. It is difficult, if not impossible, to
sum up the achievements he has earned during
his 19 years of dedicated service to Wallace
Architects.
Paul Anderson has been with Wallace
Architects L.L.C. since its inception in January
1998 and has served as our Chief Production
Officer since 2004. For over 40 years, Paul
has dedicated his career to the field of
architecture, bringing affordable housing to those
in the community that need it most.

“I’ve been fortunate enough to work with two LIHTC industry leaders during the first
eight years of my career at Wallace Architects; the late Kurt Wallace, on how to operate
outside the office with a high level of integrity and Paul Anderson, on how to successfully
operate inside the office with a level head and a discerning eye for detail. Paul’s common
sense based approach to everything design related was refreshing and a big key to the
success of our niche industry firm; not trying to overcomplicate drawings and
specifications while still getting it right. Paul truly has and does “Make it Easier”. I’m
excited and proud to be carrying a part of Paul’s technical knowledge base to the next
chapter of our firm’s history. We will miss his presence in the office on a day to day basis
but we wish the best for Paul as he heads towards enjoying retirement on the farm.”
~ Michael Kleffner, partner at Wallace Architects
“First I would like to offer my heartfelt congratulations to Paul for reaching this
milestone. He has been an instrumental part in our firm’s success over the past few
decades. Kurt’s trust in Paul’s ability is what allowed Kurt to spend time out of the office
with our clients and build the business. Kurt’s trust was well placed. As long as Paul has
been with our firm, his professional and careful approach to developing our drawing sets
and working with our clients has been our foundation. Everyone that has worked with or
around Paul these last few decades has learned invaluable things from him. Of course, his
knowledge of building codes and regulations that affect our projects and stakeholders is
unrivaled. But of more importance is the example he has set as a professional. He is a
man of unquestionable character and integrity. His leadership in our office during some
difficult times has been invaluable and his steady approach to the problems we face has
taught us all that there is always a solution to the issue of the day; we just have to roll up
our sleeves and find it. His knowledge and leadership will be missed, and we thank him
for preparing our firm to succeed after he leaves. It has been an honor to work with Paul,
and we thank him for all of his years of dedicated service.”
~ Zac Wallace, partner at Wallace Architects
Paul Anderson has been an invaluable member of our team and has contributed greatly to this firm.
His leadership will not be forgotten. We will carry with us the knowledge he has passed on and
while we are sad to see Paul go, we wish him the best for the future.
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